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Welcome to
the world of 
 



WHO WE ARE
Designers and Manufacturers of bespoke
Metal Art and Decor that are sustainable,
stylish and unique 

To create high impact spaces while keeping
our impact low on the earth! 

Wall art
Mirrors

Designer Jaalis
Table bases and shelving

Name plates 
Door handles and decor

 

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

WHAT WE MAKE  
Table and floor

Decor
Garden Decor

Personalized gifts
Clocks

Custom lighting
Buffet Tables



01

Installations 

Wall art that covers a large spread
following a concept that can be
completely customised 

02 03

Best of both worlds

Bespoke wall art made by hand
and also by incorporating the
latest technology 

Easy to install

We make all our art super easy
to install and if its not, we also
provide installation services

WALL ART 



01 02 03
DESIGNER JAALIS



01

Vintage clocks

Metal clocks in with that lovely
handmade old school feel

02 03

Nautical compass

Use as a compass or make it a
clock. 

Clock showpiece

5 feet diameter giant clock as
showpieces

GIANT CLOCKS 
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Metal with acrylic

A combination of metal with
acrylic behind it that can also be
backlit 

02 03

Metal With Brass

This elegant nameplate is one
among our many designs using
brass and painted metal 

Individual letters

Add emphasis to your space and
give it a sturdy industrial look
with this name plate 

NAME PLATES
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Showrooms

Custom made
designer mirrors
perfect for a
boutique

02 03

Best of both worlds

Is it a mirror? or is it wall decor?
Why not both! 

Minimalist

Sweet mirrors made to complement your
home 

MIRRORS

04
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Social media
spotlight

Back lit wall art that
becomes a favourite
social spot 

02 03

Ambient &Task
Lighting 

Customised lights made to light
up retail spaces 

In house electrician 

We have our very own in house electrician
that works on our lighting 

CUSTOM LIGHTING

04
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Shelves 

Custom made shelves that can house your heirlooms. 
Ones in Stainless steel can also be used in bathrooms 

02 03

Table Bases 

Designer table bases of every sort
for dining, console, coffee and
side tables 

TABLE BASES AND SHELVING 



01

Magazine stands  

Make organising easy with our
many designs of magazine stands 

02 03

Floor standing decor 

The perfect solution for dead
corners like staircases and narrow
spaces

Table decor 

Add glamour to your tables with
our modern metal sculptures

TABLE AND FLOOR DECOR
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Vertical holders 

Vertical plant holders that utilize
wall space in urban jungles

02 03

Planters

The best way to create a partition
outdoors is with our free standing
planters

Pretty your pots

Add instant glam with our
ranger of flowers and butterflies 

GARDEN DECOR 
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Room Decor

Easy to install wall
decor perfect for rooms 

02 03

Cafe

Add sweetness to your
space with wall art 

Lobby 

Large walls? No problem.
Multiples come to the rescue 

HOTEL DECOR AND BUFFET TABLES 

04

Table decor

Custom table caddies
made to order



01

Hinges 

Decorative hinges that capture
the blacksmithing look

02 03

Door handles

Custom made door handles to go
with the decor 

Door Jewellery

Brass beauties that add drama
to the main door. 

CUSTOM DOOR HANDLES AND DECOR
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Custom bookmarks 

the tree of life bookmark for
that special someone

02 03

Gifts for biking fans 

Funky bikes made from scrap

Themed souveniers 

Souveniers made to order in metal.
Easy to carry and vibrant designs

CUSTOMISED GIFTING 



We love making your decor
dreams come true. Send us a
sketch or an idea and we can
show you how we can make it
come to life. 

What
We Believe

BESPOKE METAL ART AND DECOR



Our Story

We began in 2015 with the
dream to make

sustainable and earth
friendly art and decor

Founding

From our first range made
entirely from scrap, we
now make a variety of

products while still
keeping our philosophy at

the centre of it 

Growth

We would love to
collaborate with designers

and also create
installations and decor
solutions pan India and

across the world 

The Future 



VISIT OUR FACTORY & DESIGN STUDIO AT BOMMASANDRA, BENGALURU

Spread over nearly an acre, our very green
factory is peppered with fruit trees and is
where the magic happens! Come visit us 

and if you are lucky, you might just go
back with a jackfruit along with metal art

and decor! 

Our Factory



@designmintdecor /designmintdecor +91 9902014704

Get in touch 
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Visit us!
235/E Bommasandra Industrial Area
Bangalore-99


